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Directions:
In Column I, some words are given. In Column II, their codes are given but they are not
arranged in the same order in which they are in Column I.

Study the latters in both columns and find out the code to the letter given in each of the
following questions.

Column I Column II

(1) BID (A) nnrw

(2) BAT (B) emps

(3) BAD (C) lwz

(4) CHEAP (D) aejmnq

(5) HILL (E) kms

(6) PORK (F) emrux

(7) QUOTE (G) ehqr

(8) ROSE (H) iotx

(9) VEX (I) aceenoww

(10) WAVE (J) elu

(11) NAMELY (K) befms

(12) FAMILIAR (L) moty

(13) HAZY (M) elz

(14) VAGUE (N) dfmtu

Q1. Find what is the code of A?

a) t

b) e
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c) r

d) s

Q2. Find what is the code of B?

a) e

b) z

c) u

d) l

Q3. Find what is the code of G?

a) b

b) j

c) c

d) a

Q4. Find what is the code of D?

a) k

b) u

c) e

d) z
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Q5. Find what is the code of M?

a) c

b) b
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c) a

d) d

Directions:
According to a code language, words in capital letters in Column I are written small letters in
Column II. The letters in Column II are jumbled up.

Decode the language and choose the correct code for the word given in each questions.

Column I Column II

(1) CURSE (A) opkif

(2) INCUR (B) fbpoc

(3) TALLY (C) ughvg

(4) CADET (D) rkufh

(5) DRIP (E) rotc

(6) TOIL (F) juge

(7) VARY (G) vwoh

Q6. Decode TRIED using the above-given language?

a) ukorc

b) ukhbp

c) ukfhr

d) ubove

Q7. Decode TODAY using the above-given language?

a) rjuvk

b) rjuyh

c) kjuvh

d) rjuvh

Q8. Decode RIVET using the above-given language?
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a) kcvow

b) wckov

c) wckou

d) ckwiu

Q9. Decode CIVIL using the above-given language?

a) ghcww

b) gfwcc

c) gwffc

d) ggwfc

Q10. Decode RACE using the above-given language?

a) krbh

b) khfo

c) kovp

d) kbef

Directions:
According to a code language, words in Column I are given in Column II. Decode the
language and choose the correct code for each of the words given in the following questions.

The letters in Column II need not appear in the same order as they do in

Column I Column II

(1) CHIEF (A) knqwy

(2) NIGHT (B) akwjh

(3) THIRD (C) kvhwg

(4) MONEY (D) njumz

(5) WOMAN (E) zcjms

(6) WORKS (F) ctvzo
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(7) BASIC (G) dtwsq

(8) HENRY (H) jvunk

(9) BASED (I) gstnd

(10) PSYCO (J) qutzb

(11) TOWEL (K) nzche

(12) FALSE (L) ynest

(13) DOWRY (M) cvguz

(14) STOCK (N) toqhz

(15) TRAIN (M) swhvj

Q11. Decode DIGEST using the above-given language?

a) gonqwt

b) aknthj

c) kwghqv

d) angwht

Q12. Decode JUNIOR using the above-given language?

a) clogwj

b) ljfzco

c) jlwzvf

d) flogvz
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Q13. Decode DEAF using the above-given language?

a) wgsd

b) tgnz
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c) knty

d) ygns

Q14. Decode BOARD using the above-given language?

a) gzdvs

b) wtvgz

c) ctdzg

d) sdwqz

Q15. Decode AUGUST using the above-given language?

a) nstddz

b) altpss

c) llstah

d) hhatdb

Read More coding and decoding Question and Answes »

Answers to the above questions :

Q1. Answer: (b)

The code for A is e.

Q2. Answer: (d)

The code for B is I.

Q3. Answer: (a)

https://careericons.com/verbal-reasoning/coding-and-decoding/disorder-coding-decoding/46-1/
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The code for G is b.
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Q4. Answer: (d)

The code for D is z.

Q5. Answer: (c)

The code for M is a.

Q6. Answer: (a)

The code for T is u, for R is o, for I is c, for E is k and for D is r.

So, the code for TRIED is uockr or okorc.

Q7. Answer: (d)
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The code for T is u, for O is j, for D is r, for A is h and for Y is v.

So, the code for TODAY is ujrhv.

Q8. Answer: (c)

The code for R is o, for I is c, for V is w, for E is k and for T is u.

So, the code for RIVET is ocwku  or wckou.

Q9. Answer: (b)

The code for C is f, for I is c, for V is w and for L is g.

So, the code for CIVIL is fcwcg or gfwcc.

Q10. Answer: (d)

The code for R is o, for A is h, for C is f and for E is k.

So, the code for RACE is ohfk or khfo.

Q11. Answer: (d)

The code for D is g, for I is w, for G is a, for E is n, for S is t and for T is h.

So, the code for DIGEST is gwanth or angwht.

Q12. Answer: (c)

The code for U as in Q. 36 is l, for N is j, for I is w, for O is z and for R is v.

So, the code for JUNIOR contains ljwzv.
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Q13. Answer: (d)

The code for D is g, for E is n, for A is s and for F is y.

So, the code for DEAF is gnsy or ygns.

Q14. Answer: (a)

The code for B is d, for O is z, for A is s, for R is v and for D is g.

So, the BOARD is coded as dzsvg or gzdvs.

Q15. Answer: (c)

The code for A is s, for G is a, for S is t and for T is h.

So, the code contains the letters, sath which are contained in llstah only.
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